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were required in the experiments. The proof that a
virus disease such as o'nyong-nyong fever has an
effect on a protozoal disease like malaria will be of
considerable importance and we recommend that
further experimental work be undertaken at institu-
tions where volunteers or patients undergoing
malaria therapy are available and transmission
experiments can be satisfactorily planned and
carried out.
We may mention here that at least two instances

of the interaction of viruses and malaria parasites
are known. The level of viraemia in western equine
encephalitis seems to be lower in canaries inoculated
with this virus and Plasmodium relictum h than in
canaries without malaria. In another series of

g In addition to the possibility that the virus, if present
in a sufficiently high proportion of mosquitos, may have
inhibited the development of the malaria parasites, there is an
alternative possibility that it may have shortened the average
life of the malaria vector and thus interfered with transmis-
sion. This aspect may be worth investigating.-ED.

h Barnett, H. C. (1956) Amer. J. trop. Med. Hyg., 5, 99.

experiments the development of malaria parasites
was retarded in ducklings inoculated with P. lophurae
and a suitable dose of what is described by the
author as " spleen necrosis virus ".i If some inter-
action does exist between viruses and avian malaria
parasites, it is not impossible that the same could
happen in the case of o'nyong-nyong fever and
human malaria, particularly since the virus of the
former disease is known to persist in the two main
vectors of malaria in Africa, A. gambiae and
A. funestus.

* *
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A Method of Determining Insecticide Persistence
in Tsetse Fly Control Operations

by R. J. KERNAGHAN, Senior Entomologist, and M. R. L. JOHNSTON, Entomologist, Ministry of Health,
Northern Region of Nigeria

Recent developments in the control of tsetse flies
by insecticidal methods in the Northern Region of
Nigeria have brought about a need for a standard
method of determining the persistence of an insec-
ticidal deposit. The method of control is normally
a single application of insecticide to the vegetation of
the habitat during the dry season, at which time the
tsetse are concentrated in the thickets. The single-
application technique is dependent on the effective
persistence of the insecticide for the duration of the
probable maximum pupal period (usually reckoned
as 7-8 weeks). As Kirkby & Blasdalea point out,
the times of maximum concentration are limited and
uncertain (being influenced by climatic conditions),
and the only means of extending the spraying season
is to begin before the concentration is complete,

a Kirkby, W. W. & Blasdale, P. (1960) Bull. ent. Res.,
51, 253.

depending on the persistence of the toxic effect of the
insecticide throughout the period of concentration.
The length of time by which persistence extends
beyond the maximum pupal period is therefore
important in determining the date when spraying
operations should begin for optimum effective-
ness.

Chemical assay of the residual deposit from nor-
mal spraying of an insecticide on vegetation is often
impractical because of the irregular distribution of
the deposit, difficulties of sampling, calculation of the
actual sprayed area, etc.; in any case, it would give
only a figure of the total insecticidal deposit present,
irrespective of the quantity actually available to the
insect. A bio-assay method is preferable because,
although the sampling difficulties remain, it gives a
measure of the activity of the deposit.
Owing to the conditions in which it may have to be

used, any such method must be simple in design and
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operation. A natural contact of the insect with the
insecticide is required, and it must be possible to
regulate the duration of the contact with reasonable
accuracy. Handling of the test insects should be
minimal. It is desirable that the actual deposit to be
tested should be a "natural" one such as that
produced by a routine spraying technique; glass
plates and the like are not acceptable, as the effects of
adhesion, sorption, and general weathering on a
deposit on an artificial substrate will not be compar-
able to those on a deposit on natural surfaces such as
leaves and bark.

Various somewhat crude methods have been used.
One was to invert on to a treated leaf surface the
open end of a tube containing a fly, and induce the
fly to rest on the leaf; the contact period was erratic,
often being the sum of a number of contacts.
Another method involved holding an individual fly
in contact with the deposit by forceps; an unnatural
contact resulted, with probable damage to the fly.
Duration of contact has varied from 10 seconds to
3 hours.a

Method and apparatus
Tsetse flies, when confined singly in glass tubes,

normally show little activity. They survive well
without any special precautions, certainly for as
long as the duration of the test, particularly if they
are well fed at the beginning. If teneral flies are used,
they should be offered a blood-meal soon after the
test.
The method consists essentially in the restriction of

a fly in the head of a glass tube by a loose-fitting
piston carrying a sample of insecticide. Contact is
natural and can be closely regulated. The fly is
handled only when first introduced into the tube; it
then remains in the same tube during the holding
period. The walls of the tube are uncontaminated,
being untouched by the piston on its movement
within the tube.
The apparatus (see figure) consists of a glass

specimen tube (a convenient size is 3 inches long by
1 inch in diameter, or about 7.5 cm by 2.5 cm); a
piston, cork A, mounted on a glass rod 5 inches long
(about 12.5 cm); and two additional corks, B and C.
Cork A is cut to a diameter slightly less than the
inside diameter of the tube. The piston rod, fitted to
slide freely through a hole in the exact centre of
cork B (which is cut to a diameter to close the
specimen tube) is then firmly held by cork C. The
latter is clamped to a retort stand so that the rod is
held vertically at a convenient working height, and

TEST APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
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the clamp is arranged to permit the piston to be
rotated vertically through 180 degrees.
The insecticide sample-a disc of the same

diameter as the piston, punched from a leaf with a
cork-borer-is carried on the piston, to which it is
attached with two small pins. In practice a suitable
tree or bush is marked after the spraying team has
passed by, and samples are taken from this one site
throughout any one series of tests. Several successive
samples can be taken from a single large leaf, by
cutting the discs in situ. Discs are handled only with
fine forceps or a needle-point, to avoid disturbing
the insecticide deposit; if necessary, they can be
transported singly in specimen tubes, if undue
shaking is avoided.

In use, the piston is first held vertically downwards,
with cork A close to cork B. With a fly at the bottom
of the tube (there is no difficulty about this), the
tube is carefully passed over cork A and on to
cork B, so that it is held by the latter. The apparatus
is then rotated through 180 degrees so that the tube
is inverted. The tube is pushed down along the
rod until there is only about 1/4 inch (0.6 cm)
between cork A and the bottom of the tube. (By
regulating the distance, 1, between corks A and C, a
constant space above A can be rapidly achieved by
pushing the tube down until B rests on C, without
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any danger of crushing the fly against the end of the
tube. The fly will take up a position on cork A
(again there is no difficulty in ensuring this) and make
a natural contact with the insecticide deposit.
At the end of the contact period, the apparatus is

again rotated through 180 degrees, the tube first
being moved back along the rod until corks A and B
are close together. After the rotation the fly will
usually move to the bottom of the tube or can easily
be induced to do so. The tube is then removed from
cork B and closed to hold the fly for the required
period. Tests have shown that there is no contamina-
tion of the tube if the manipulation is performed
with reasonable care.

Discussion

This method was devised primarily for the field
testing of residual deposits of insecticides applied in
tsetse control schemes in Northern Nigeria. It has
been found simple and effective, with no inherent
difficulties of manipulation, and the technique
should present no problems to local staff. While
designed for leaf discs, it might be adapted for use
with certain bark samples if these were smooth and
soft enough to cut; it would be of no use with more
rugose bark, but this would probably be unsatisfac-
tory as a test surface in any case.

It has been found that a deposit of 5 % DDT
(applied as a wettable powder) is still toxic to wild
flies (Glossina tachinoides Westw.) after 8 weeks,
under dry season conditions. However, great
variations in susceptibility related to sex, age
(recognized only as teneral or non-teneral), hunger-
stage, etc., have been noted. These variations have
emphasized the need for further work to explain
their significance and for the use of standard flies in
tests of persistence. Since, after a successful large-
scale control scheme, test flies cannot be obtained
locally, another source of flies is necessary in any
case. Any flies caught soon after spraying should, of
course, be tested for susceptibility against a standard
deposit rather than being used to test persistence of
the applied deposit. It will therefore generally be
more satisfactory to bring samples of deposits to a
central testing unit which has access to or can
maintain a colony of tsetse.
The method is being used with success by the

West African Institute of Trypanosomiasis Research
in tests of persistence of insecticidal deposits under

field conditions. The test insects so far have been
teneral female G. palpalis from the Institute's colony;
they are given regular opportunity to feed, the
period of assessment being48 hours, and survivors are
given the opportunity to mate. To date (June 1961)
tests using this method have been performed with 2221
flies without encountering any difficulties, according
to a personal communication from the Institute.
Leaf discs are renewed frequently during a series of
tests, more in view of the erratic distribution of
insecticide on vegetation and the consequent need
for a number of samples than of any anticipated
loss of insecticide when a large number of flies are
exposed to one disc.

This method might be applicable to the determi-
nation of the specific susceptibility of tsetse flies to
various insecticides, by the use of discs of paper
carrying standard deposits (e.g., cut from WHO
impregnated papers). Individual treatment of
tsetse flies is probably preferable, to avoid the cross-
contamination that might occur in treating more
than one at a time. A short contact period appears
sufficient; all the tests so far carried out have used
a 30-second contact. Lewis & Hughesb support this
view. The WHO adult mosquito test kit was used
by Bransby-Williams to test the susceptibility
of Glossina species (unpublished working paper
submitted to a WHO Expert Committee on Insecti-
cides, 1959), but that method involves much more
handling of the flies; moreover, it is difficult to use for
short contact periods and does not allow the actual
contact and behaviour of the test insect to be ob-
served. The individual treatment of flies by our
method is less time-consuming than might be ex-
pected; it has been found that successive tests can be
carried out at the rate of one a minute. The appara-
tus is so simple to construct that it can easily be
duplicated, so that the rate of testing can be increased
by increasing the number of operators; the main
limitation is the available supply of " standard " test
insects.

* *
*
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b Lewis, C. T. & Hughes, J. C. (1957) Bull. ent. Res.,
48, 755.


